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ABSTRACT

Noise levels measured within the cockpits if 126 fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft
have been tabulated and arranged into stereotyped sets of exposure envelopes. The
noise data from which these envelopes were derived represent "typical" unprotected
exposures encountered within 12 different categories of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft
during conditions of "normal cruise." Extreme or unique noise exposures have been
deleted from the sludy.
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COCKPIT NOISE EXPOSURES ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATION OF FIXED
AND ROTARY.WIN6 AIRCRAFT

I. INTRODUCTION with turboshaft engines (11). Even the turbo-
jet engine which was prominent just a few

Modern aerospace vehicles possess the years ago has been replaced by the turbofan
capability of delivering weapons that could and ducted-fan engine as the preferred power
essentially destroy the war-making capacity of plant for fixed-wing aircraft. Vertical-takeoff-
a large and powerful country. Many of these and-landing aircraft in many configurations
same vehicles possess an equally effective are now being introduced. Most of these air-
ability to carry tons of hay and deliver it to craft utilize new and revolutionary types of
isolated areas where cattle have been stranded power plants and propulsive systems--ducted
by snow and ice. Other vehicles transport fans, ported fans, laminar flow jets, rotating
people thousands of miles each day. It is this pulse jets, and other forms of flight-propulsion
potential diversity and multitask capability systems (10, 16, 17). Because of the variety
that has created the variety of aircraft types of aircraft types which now exiet, it is no
which now exist, and these significantly dif- longer Dossible to specify a single noise-
ferent forms of aerospace vehicles create noise exposure envelope for all of them (3).
exposures which are as diverse as are the types
of aircraft (11). Unwarranted auditory and nonauditory

problems occur when excessive noise and vibra-
Noise and vibration environments en- tion levels are allowed to exist, especiaily when

countered within fixed- and rotary-wing air- such exposures are encountered routinely by j
craft have been progressively dictated by the aircrew members (4, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16-18).
types of power plants utilized in the various air- It is not the intent of this paper to recommend
craft. In no small measure, the types of mis- modifications to the currently acceptable
sions flown by an aircraft tend to further acoustic levels; however, the author has at-
modify the noise exposures experienced by tempted to present an overview of the various
aircrew members. Many aircraft presently types of noise exposures and to classify themn
included within the military inventory of aero- into charactetistic noise-exposure profiles for
space vehicles are capable of performing major groups of fixed- and rotary-wing
multifunctional missions. Because of the wide aircraft.
range of missions which a given vehicle may
perform, individual noise exposures associated A variety of noise data measurements are
with a given mode of operation are difficult to plotted and depicted as composite, categorical
define and evaluate (5, 10). noise-exposure envelopes. By use of this ap-

proach, a large bulk of data has been amassed
Noise exposures have significantly changed 'n such a way that "generalities" (in the form

during the past quartcr century. Until a few of nuise-exposure envelopes) can be expressed.
years ago, most rotary-wing aircraft were An approach of this type necessitates compro-
powered by reciprocating engines. Currently. mises. Within the confines of this report, the
many rotary-wing aircraft are being fitted author cannot specify the many conditions I



which either directly or indirectly influence or Single reciprocating engine. Noise meas-
bias the data-i.e., altitude, airspeed, power- urements obtained within the cockpits of
plant operations, and many others. The data 9 different aircraft are shown in figure 1. As
from which the different exposure envelopes shown, the range of values determining the
were derived have been screened so that only noise envelope encompasses the lowest to high-
"typical" noise environments are represented. est levels recorded for all eight octave bands.
Nontypical or unique noise data have been Note the relatively narrow range of the overall
excluded. plottings from 110 to 117 dB. For the 9 ex-

posures plotted, the peak noise levels were
Many intrinsic and extrinsic factx)rs tend to found in frequencies below 75 Hz ir. 3 cases;

modify the actual noise exposure ,mcountered at 150 to 300 Hz in 1; and occupying the two
at a given location within an aircraft during lowest octaves (below 150 Hz) in 1. Therefore,
various phases of flight (1,2,4, 5, 10). Although the most intense noise elements are contained
numerous nonspecified modifying factors are at frequencies below 300 Hz.
interposed in the data reported herein, the
author feels that the approach used does allow Individual levels which determined the
certain general features of "typical" noise ex- lower range of the envelope for octaves above
posures to be identified, at least within certain the frequency of 300 Hz were determined by
limits. exposures measured within two aircraft. the

O-1E and the U-6A.

I. FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT As one might expect, the size and number
of blades in the propeller, the location of the

The following descriptions and illustrations engine exhaust (stacks), and the location and
depict the types of noise exposures which have configuration of the cabin area in which the
been measured within the cockpits of various measurements were obtained had a modifying
fixed-wing aircraft. influence on the overall character of the

noise (6). Fur instance, 3 of the aircraft were

Reciprocating engine aircraft

Of the 103 aircraft contained within the r

fixed-wing group, 50 of the vehicles are 14N 4100

powered by reciprocating engines. In general, 12 14• 96,,0

the two most significant sources of noise as-
sociated with the operation of reciprocating i
engine-powered aircraft are aeroelastic dis- 1l0
turbances generated by propellers and engine "
exhaust (4-8, 10, 16). The noise produced by • ! - - -..-
both of these components is most intense in the
lower frequencies. Z r -"

The most intense noise created by propeller -
disturbances is found in the irea near the plane x

of rotation of the airscrew (10) In most 7- Z

multiengined aircraft, propeller-gencrated +

noise is most intense at positiorns just in front -r- tflf.4 L
of the pro-'lier plane. This means that sta- -______. _._______

tions occupied within a half to a full propell'r
diameter (distance) forward of the propeller FIGURE 1

plane usually contain the most intense ex- Nois lfrels mezi.rrd ix tha rockpits of V fixed-
posures (6). wixg airrraft pwtrrrd bvo single recEprocati"g "ngte.
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fitted with large engines rated at more than that range from about 1200 to 1700 hp.) and
1,500 hp., and 2 of these were fitted with 5 were fitted with individual engines rated at
large-diameter, 4-bladed propellers. The ex- less than 450 hp. Of Lhose included in the
posures measured within these 3 cockpits medium power range, 6 had 3-blade propellers
dominate the upper part of the envelope, and 1 was fitted with a 4-blade propeller. The

peak noise levels measured for these 7 vehicles
Analysis of the data plottings permits the were exhibited at frequencies below 75 Hz in

following observations. The most nuticeable 5 aircraft, between 75 and 150 Hz in 1, and
variations in the width of the envelope occurred equally distributed in the two adjoining octaves
at frequencies above about 600 Hz. The type below 150 Hz in 1. Of interest was the finding
of noise measured within the cockpit area ex- that the levels present in the octave 75 to
hibits more intense acoustic energy in the 150 Itz were found to be most intense in 4 of
higher frequencies when the aircraft is the aircraft fitted with engines of less than
powered by large radial reciprocating engines 450 hp., and the remaining vehicle contained
that are mated to either 3- or 4-bladed propel- levels that were equally distributed within two
lers than when the aircraft is powered by a octaves below 150 Hz.
smaller reciprocating engine. In instances
where a large radial engine is mated to 2-bladed Analysis of the peak noise levels measured
propellers, the noise that emanates from the within the cockpits of each of the remaining
exhaust ports contains a noticeable amount of 12 aircraft (aircraft in which the cockpit was
acoustic energy in the higher frequencies. Al- located at distances more forward of the pro-
so, the heavier the gross weight of the aircraft peller plane) rendered the following results:
the more equally distributed will be the 8 aircraft were found to possess the most in-
acoustic energy present at frequencies below tense noise within the frequency range below
about 300 Hz (6, 10). 75 Hz and the remaining 4 contained peak

levels in the single octave of 75 to 150 Hz.

Contrary to what is generally accepted, the Overall noise-level plottings for the 24 air-
noise produced within single reciprocating craft ranged from 102 to 120 dB. The shape
engine aircraft does not "fall off" in the higher
frequencies to a great extent (1). In fact,
inspection of the individual data plots shown infigure 1 reveals that, when mean values are

OAL 1.5 17 *A JM 600 £100 1400 400considered, there is only a 20-dB downward 75 . t 00 100 14•0 94000 ,0
slope in the levels measured across the six
octaves above 75 Hz. This amounts to a mean"roll off" ef approximately. 3.3 dB per octave. 1 :10 : , *Although only mean values are given to I

demonstrate the general tendency, a clustering I A-
()f exposures at values at and above the mean
is apparent for frequencies contained within ." J
octaves between 150 and 2400 Hz.

Tiwin rcipro-ating rnq1a?'nrS. The envelope C
shown in figure 2 contains plottilngs of noise _ 'A
measurements obtained within 24 different air- o ,ea rC~ t rwpa -,4i--*
craft powered by twin reciprocating engines. 9 k ri r V

Of these, 12 set2; of data represent noise levels a SWI utrt 4rcraft
encountered within cockpits whik,, were locat- to

ed close to the propeller plane. Seven of the FIGURE 2
aircraft were fitted with engines of medium \oise levtel iraeared ix tAs cockpit of 4 ftixtd-
power (maximum power performance ratings wiig aireraft por•ered &V two rertiprooati# .a"..
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and levels which comprise the lower part of the octave 75 to 150 Hz, and 2 demonstrated maxi-
envelope plotted for the various octaves closely mum levels which coexist within the two lowest
resemble those previously shown in figure 1 octaves (37.5 to 150 Hz).

(single reciprocatir., enine aircraft). Except Four reciprocating engines. Figure 3 con-
for frequencies above 2400 Hz, the upper part tains 17 sets of noise measurements obtained
of the envelope closely follows the general in 17csets of aise peredentsfoutaip-
shape of the one shown in figurc 1. One in cockpits of aircraft powered by four recip-appren diferncenotd btwen te pot- rocating engines. The cockpits of 4 of the
apparent difference noted between the plot- vehicles were located relatively close to the
tings shown in figure 1 and figure 2 is the propeller plane, whereas the remainder were
manner in which the individual data points not. Of the 4 in which the cockpits were
depicted for dual-engine aircraft tend to cluster located near the propeller plane, 2 contained
closer around the mean than those depicted for noise which peaked at frequencies below 75 Hz,
exposures measured within single-engine air- I peaked at 75 to 150 Hz, and the other at
craft. 150 to 300 Hz. If plottings of the noise for

these 4 aircraft are excluded from the envelope,
Analysis of the data revealed the following the upper part of it shifts downward to that

generalizations: First, the composition of the depicted by the interrupted line (also, the
range of tae envelope between low to high overall would then range from 95 to 109 dB).
octave-band levels is relatively wide. For the The envelope which results after exclusion of
eight octaves this range averaged 22.5 dB, but, these 4 is probably more typical of exposure
if divided into two frequency ranges, the encountered within most contemporary four-
average range was 19 dB for the lower four engine aircraft. This alteration provides an
octaes (below 600 Hz) and 26 dB for the envelope which has a low-to-high range per
upper four octaves (above 600 Hz). Second, octave that is approximately equivalent
except for the 91 dB plotting shown in the throughout the frequencies. For instance, a
octave 37.5 to 75 Hz (plotted for an aircraft mean of almost 17 dB per octave is found for
.n which the peak level of 97 dB was contained all eight bands.

in the adjoining higher octave 75 to 150 Hz),
the average slope of -.he lower range of the
noise envelope wis about 5 dB per octave (mov- M.Q•tC',B 0OTAR-UD

ing from the lowest to the highest octave). OAL 3 75 1 300 600 1200 2400 4eO

Third, most of the 7 medium-powered aircraft 75 ISO 300 600 1200 2400 4000 0600

in which the cockpit is located near the propel- 120

!er plane produce noise which dominates the I I I Iupper half of the total number of plottings P9 110 - - I
shown within the envelope at octaves above -
150 Hz. In fact, 5 out of the 7 plottings were -D ..

distributed in octaves 150 to 300, 300 to 600,
1200 to 2400, and 2400 to 4830; and 4 each
in tha remaining two octaves 600 to 1200
and 480n *o 9600 Hz. This finding, plus careful "
study of the remaining individual 17 data sets, so .. .

indicates that the presence of intense acoustic
energy occurs most often within cockpits 0 -

which are located fa'rly close to the propel- A coioA~t nearprop-mne1
ler plane Finally, the most intense noise com- -ckpit n n --m [
poncnts are found at frequencies below about
150 Hz. Over half (13) of the data sets con- FIGURE 3
tained peak noise levels within frequencies be- Noius levels measured in the cockpits of 17 fixed-

low 75 Hz; 9 possessed maximum levels in the wing aircraft pm.:red by four reciprocating engines.

4i



Apparently, the noise produced by four lowest to highest values measured within the
wing-mounted reciprocating engines is, in cockpits of 5 different aircraft. The low-to-
general, less intense throughout all frequency high range encompassed for each octave varied
bands measured, especially within cockpits from 8 to 19 dB, with a computed mean value
"which are located some distance forward of the of slightly more than 13 dB for all eight
propeller plane. This observation is supported octave bands. Of interest is the manner in
by the fact that when the noise levels measured which overall shape of the envelope slopes up-
in cockpits which were located near propellers ward from the two lowest octaves to peak
are excluded from the plottings (as shown in within the third octave, 150 to 300 Hz. This
figure 3), a rather significant decrease in the finding supports the observation that the noise
upper range of the envelope occurs which is produced by the propellers of turboprop-
most apparent at frequencies below about powered aircraft contains acoustic energy
1200 Hz. Furthermore, the relative signif- which peaks at a somewhat higher frequency
icance of the type of noise encountered within than that observed within aircraft powered
the remaining 14 aircraft (after exclusion of by reciprocating engines.
the data composing the upper part of the
envelope) is found to be much less. From the general shape of the envelope it

appears that the level of the noise tends to
Turboprop-powered aircraft increase between about 1200 and 4800 Hz (giv-

ing the impression of the existence of a second
In many respects the noise measured within "hump"). It should be noted that the upper

the cockpits of turboprop-powered aircraft range of the envelope shown for frequencies
closely resembles that contained within aircraft above 1200 Hz (1200 through 9600 Hz) actually
powered by reciprocating engines. The most represents measurements obtained within the

prominent noise component is still created by cockpit of only one aircraft, an OV-1A. Al-
propeller disturbances. Exhaust-generated though the presence of such a hump is not
noise, on the other hand, is not as noticeable entirely typical, it is apparent from the data

within turboprop aircraft (6). In fact, the plottings within three octaves that a plateau

noise which emanates from the exhaust of a
turboprop power plant is rarely audible at most
occupied positions within the aircraft during FORQUENCY BYOCTAVE-BANDS

normal flight. OAL 37.5 75 150 300 600 1200 2400 4800

75 ISO 300 600 1200 2400 4800 9600

In general, the propellers of turboprop air-
craft rotate at higher blade-tip speeds than do - - -

the blades of reciprocating airscrews (5). 00R. 110
This, coupled with the fact that most con-
temporary turbopropeller systems have four • 100!-..- -

blades, causes the noise to have a somewhat • ..-
different chare-ter than that generated by .\

propellers of reciprocating power plants. - - - -

Two basic subgroups are described and il- 8 - -

lustrated for turbopropeller aircraft: aircraft r -

fitted with two engines, and vehicles mated to W 70
four engines. The latter group is further clas- • --
sified according to commercial and military 60
aircraft.

FIGURE 4
Dual turboprop engine. Figure 4 illustrates Noise levels measured in the cockpits of 5 fixed.

the envelope derived from plottings of the wing aircraft powered by two turboprop engines.

5



does exist within the frequency range between Noise levels measured within the cockpits
about 600 and 4800 Hz. The presence of this of 8 military aircraft are contained within the
plateau is even more obvious when one con- upper envelope shown in figure 5, and levels
siders that the level of the noise measured in measured within 4 commercial vehicles are
the octave 300 to 600 Hz drops by a!out 8 to encompassed within the limits of the lower
10 dB in the next adjoining octave, 600 to envelope. Note that in the upper range of the
1200 Hz. envelope, depicting military turboprop aircraft,

the levels are somewhat higher in the two
For the 4 aircraft included, the most in- lowest octaves than in the envelope shown for

tense levels (the maximum, and all values 3.0 aircraft fitted with two turboprop engines
dB down from the maximum) were contained (fig. 4). Furthermore, the range shown for
within 3 vehicles in the octaves 75 to 150 and the overall measurements is different: for air-
150 to 300 Hz, and the most intense noise com- craft fitted with four engines, the range of
ponent measured within 1 aircraft was en- overall values extends from 99 to 114 dB for
countered in the frequency range below 75 Hz. military versions, and from 90 to 100 dB for
The one vehicle that contained a maximum commercial turboprop aircraft. When corn-
distribution of noise in the frequency range pared with levels derived from measurements
below 75 Hz retained its next highest level in completed within cockpits of aircraft powered
the 150 to 300 Hz band-an intensity only 4 dB by four reciprocating engines (excluding the
less than the peak noted below 75 Hz. 4 reciprocaiing aircraft with cockpits located

very near the inboard propeller plane), the
Analysis of the total number of data points levels reported in military turboprop aircraft

for octaves within which the levels were within render mean values that exceed mean values
3 dB of the maximum (and including the peak obtained for the reciprocating aircraft at all
values) reveals that, for the data plotted for octaves. In fact, comparison of the mean
twin reciprocating powered aircraft, 54.8% of
such maximu'm and near-maximum levels oc-
curred at frequencies below 75 Hz, 41.9% at M NCY OYOCTAVE-MNOS
75 to 150 Hz, and 3.217c at 150 to 300 Hz. In OAL 37.5 7S 1JA 300 600 1200 2400 4800

contrast, data obtained from twin-powered 120 is ISO 300 600 1200 240 4800 9600

turboprop aircraft indicated that only 16.7% .
occurred at frequencies below 75 Hz, 33.3% at 110
75 to 150 Hz, and 50.0% at 150 to 300 Hz. .
These findings support the contention that the .
noise produced within the cockpit of twin- Ic e

powered turboprop aircraft contains a form of "
intense acoustic energy that is somewhat 90
higher in frequency than is noted within air- M
craft powered by two reciprocating engines. - -

Four turboprop engines. Figure 5 contains
a combination of two envelopes, one for mfli- a -la

tary versions of four-engine aircraft and an- Non-Military
other for commercial versions. Naturally, the -0

interiors of vehicles employed solely as com-
mercial carriers contain more acoustic mate- FIGURE 5

rials than do military vehicles. Of necessity, Noise levels measured in the cockpits of it fixed-
military aircraft cannot be as heavily treated wing aircraft powered by four turboprop engines. The
as commercial counterparts, primarily because upper envelope shows the range of levels measured sn

8 military turbopropeller aircraft and the lower en-
of weight and overall performance limitations velope shows the range of levels measured in 4 com-
(15, 17, 18). mercial turbopropeller aircraft.
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levels computed for turboprop aircraft reveals rather intense noise which is commonly as-
that the mean levels exceed those computed sociated with the jet exhaust stream disturb-
for reciprocating aircraft by 5.5 dB for the ances does not dominate the unprotected
overall, 3.4 dB at 37.5 to 75 Hz, 7.2 dB at 75 to exposures which are encountered at stations
150 H=, 5.3 dB at 150 to 300 Hz, 2.4 dB at forward of the engines, especially during con-
300 to 600 Hz, 3.3 dB at 600 to 1200 Hz, 3.1 dB ditions of normal flight (6).
at 1200 to 2400 Hz, 4.5 dB at 2400 to 4800 Hz,
and 8.1 dB at 4800 to 9600 Hz. If the values Several aircraft-to-engine mating config-
by which the levels recorded in turboprop urations now exist. These differences, coupled
aircraft exceed reciprocating aircraft are with different performance and operational
averaged throughout the eight octaves, the characteristics, result in different noise ex-
average increase is 4.7 dB, which, interestingly posures. For simplicity, the following groups
enough, closely agrees with the mean increase of aircraft engine matings were used to evolve
noted between the overall levels, the noise envelopes contained within this sec-

tion of the report: (1) aircraft in which the
In general, the foregoing emphasizes that engine or engines are installed internally or

the basic noise levels encountered within cock- semi-internally (integral fittings), and (2) air-
pits of turboprop aircraft are somewhat more craft with engines fitted externally.
intense than those found within aircraft
powered by reciprocating engines, especially The primary sources of noise found within
within the frequency range encompassed by the the cockpits of jet-propelled aircraft include
second and third octaves (7.2 and 5.3 dB, re- aerodynamic disturbances and other forms of
spectively) and the highest two octaves (4.5 aeroelastic disturbances which result from the
and 8.1 dB, respectively), operation of different environmental control

systems (1, 4, 8, 12, 18). Noise associated
If mean values for military turboprop air- with aerodynamic disturbances results when

craft are compared with those computed for outer sections of the fuselage, canopy, or wind-
commercial turboprops, the levels throughout shield encounter aerodynamic loadings which
all bands (and the overall) are found to be are imposed on the aircraft by the surrounding
greater for the military than for the civilian atmosphere through which the vehicle travels.
vehicles (fig. 5).

Although several of the aircraft included
These findings clearly empha'size that most within this section possess supersonic speed

military aircraft powered by four turboprop capability, only noise levels measured within
engines contain noise which is significantly cockpits during normal subsonic maneuvers
higher than that associated with the operation are considered.
of aircraft powered by either reciprocating
engines or commercial versions of turbo- Internal and semi-internal fitted turbojet
propeller-powered aircraft. engines. Aircraft contained within this sec-

tion include attack- (A), fighter- (F), and
Turbojet and turbofan engines trainer (T) types. Single and tandem, or side-

by-side, seating arrangements and single- and

Most modern high-performance fixed-wing dual-engine matings are represented.
aircraft are powered by either jet or fan-jet
engines (11). The types of noise exposures The envelope shown in figure 6 is composed
encountered within the cockpits of most of of noise measurements which were obtained
these aircraft differ considerably from those within 20 different types and models of air-
previously described, craft with internal or semi-internal fitted

single or dual engines. Note that the range of
The cockpit of almost all jet-powered air- o-eral! treasurements extends from a low of

craft is located forward of the engines and the 96 dB to a high of 109 dB, a total range of

7



FREQIENr,. 8Y OCTAVE-BANDS 1IS .Ul 7 SY OCTAVE-ANLDS

OAt 37.5 75 I0 A 00 600 1200 2400 4800 OAL 37.S -5 ,.0 ý¼' t6C0 11 0 W'0 4870
75 1,0 J;) too0 12.00 2400 4800 9600 75 1 , J 10 1ý00 24,0 4,rjI 96 !q

*Two turbojet engines
Four or more turboiet engines

110 0. 110 Four or more turbo in engines

10 100 _

"~8" " ...t .
90 90

z I70 70

e Fitted with one engineZ
A Fitted with two engine

FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7

Noise levels measured in the cockpits of 20 fixed- Noise levels measured in the cockpits of 14 fixed-
wing aircraft powered by single or dual internal or wing aircraft powered by externally win..mounted
semi-internal fitted turbojet engines, turbojet or turbofan engines.

only 13 dB. By contrast, the relatively narrow (3) those fitted with two engines. In all in-
range represented for the overall levels is not stances, the power plants were installed either
retained throughout the eight octaves. The within the wings or within pods and attached
average range obtained for the low-to-high by pylons to the under surfaces of the wings.
values for all eight octaves is 23.9 dB. Scrutiny of the data plottings which compose

the envelope depicted in figure 7 shows that
The distribution of the noise levels meas- the upper part of the envelope that crosses

ured in the eight octaves in these aircraft is the frequency range between 75 and 2400 Hz
clearly evident. Findings obtained from com- primarily contains noise levels obtained within
puting the octaves which contain levels within multiturbojet engine-powered aircraft. In
3 dB of the maximum at the eight octaves general, the lower section of the envelope is
reveal that distributed within the frequency dominatcd by levels measured in aircraft
range above 300 Hz is 82.3%,'c of the most in- powered by two engines, especially those levels
tense levels encountered within the cockpits shown for octaves below 150 Hz and above
of the various aircraft included in this section. 1200 Hz.
Of particular interest is the finding that 66.6%"
of these maximum, and near-maximum (within Inclusion of the maximum, and levels with-
3 dB), levels occur within three adjoining in 3 dB of the maximum, reveals that 61.3%
octaves-from 300 through 2400 Hz. of the most intense levels occurred at frequen-

cies above 300 Hz. In fact, 48.4§- of the
Wing-mounted turbojet and turbofan en- maximum and near-maximum levels are con-

gines. The envelope shown in figure 7 repre- tained within two adjoining octaves; namely,
sents noise measurements obtained within the 300 Hz through 1200 Hz.
cockpits of 14 different aircraft. Separate
data points are shown for (1) aircraft fitted The average spread of low-to-high values
with four or more turbojet engines, (2) those shown for all eight octaves is 22.3 dB. Note
with four or more turbofan engines, and that the width of the envelope is wider for

8
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octaves below 600 Hz and slightly narrower for Tail-mounted turbojet engines. Figure 8
those above 600 Hz. This range varies from shows noise measurements obtained within the
a mean value of 25.7 dB for levels recorded cockpits of 2 aircraft fitted with turbojet
in the four octaves below 600 Hz to 18.7 dB engines that are contained in nacelle pods and
for those above 600 Hz. attached by short pylons to the far aft section

of the main fuselage. This configuration of
The mean intensity values obtained for the engi:ie-to-aircraft mating has received a fair

overall levels for 14 aircraft fitted with ex- degree of acceptance and, as elidenced by the
ternally mounted engines is 10.4 dB less than levels shown in figure 8, the ncise present with-
the mean computed for the 20 internal and in the cockpits of such aircraft during condi-
semi-internal mated engines (fig. 6). Also. tions of normal cruise is r(- atively low.
the differences noted for means computed for
data points shown at all eight octaves are less The noise levels encc untereri within these
for multiengine aircraft than for vehicles with 2 vehicles is dictated by different forms ,f
internal or semi-internal fitted engines. The aerodynamic disturbances. As airs:eed in-
intensity levels encountered within the cockpits creases, the level of the noise increases (8).
of internal and semi-internal mated power This type of noise is most apparent within tie
plants averaged 10.5 dB more for all eight frequency range between about 150 through
octaves. More specifically, the means for the 2400 Hz. Even the upper element of the
eight octaves were found to be more intense envelope shown in figure 8 represents relative-
within internally or semi-internally mounted ly low levels of noise exposure.

engine vehicles by values of 5.5 dB at 37.5 to
75 Hz, 8.1 dB at 75 to 150 Hz, 10.4 dB at 150 to
300 Hz, 9.4 dB at 300 to 600 Hz, 8.7 dB at Ill. ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT
600 to 1200 Hz, 11.8 dB at 1200 to 2400 Hz,
14.8 dB at 2400 to 4800 Hz, and 15.0 dB at The development and growth of rotary-
4800 to 9600 Hz. wing aircraft has been phenomenal (11).

Where previously most of these vehicles were
powered by reciprocating engines, now most
receive power from turboshaft power plants.

OEQwtNCY BY OCTAVE-RANDS Because of the variety of design profiles which
CAL 37.5 75 1O500• 00 6°00 , 40•200 24 00 4000 now exist, this section considers two basic

120 7 groups-aircraft fitted with a single main
7 rotor (and a single antitorque rotor) and those

110 - fitted with dual main rotors (tandem, or side-
by-side intermeshing type). Each of these

1- 2 categories is subgrouped according to the
o. type of power plant used to supply shaft power
• ". . . .to the rotors.

The acoustic disturbances created by main
so -rotors closely resemble those produced by con-ventional propellers (2). Of course, rotors do

70 not rotate at shaft speed3 equivalent to those
of propellers but, because rotors have larger

60 diameters, even at low speeds the blade tips
achieve velocities which approach high blade-

SFIGURE 8 tip speeds of conventional smaller diameter

Noise levels measured in the cockpits of s fized- (but higher speed) propellers (2, 4, 10, 15, 16).
wing aircraft powered by externally tail.nsouxted Therefore, rotors do produce rather significant
turbojet engines. noise during most phases of airborne operation.
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In general, rotors generate acoustic distur- each aircraft during conditions of normal
bances which are found to be most intense cruise.
within the lower frequency range, usually be-
low 600 Hz (10). Reciprocating engine, single rotor aircraft.

The composite noise envelope shown in figure 9
Transmissions and gear-distribution sys- was derived from plotting noise levels measured

tern produce noise that is of major significance within the cockpits of 6 types of single rotor
when such units are located in near proximity vehicles powered by reciprocating engines.
to occupied spaces within the vehicle (6). Two of the vehicles were powered by radial
Therefor% these sources of noise are most reciprocating engines which were mounted just
evident in helicopters in which the cockpit is below and forward of the cockpit, 3 were fitted
located near such units. The noise produced by with in-line reciprocating engines which were
these systems is rich in narrow-band noise com- installed just aft of the cockpit, and 1 vehicle
ponents, usually distributed within frequencies had two radial engines which were contained
above 300 Hz. in pods and attached to the sides of the fuse-

lage at a position aft of the cockpit. The num-
The noise produced by different types of ber of blades which composed the main rotor of

power plants fitted in helicopters differs con- the 6 rotorcraft contained in this series varied
siderably from one aircraft to another. In from 2 to 5.
general, at least in the cockpit area, the noise
produced by reciprocating engines is found to
be more intense than that of turboshaft-engine The average range of sound pressure, corn-vehicles (10, 16). puted from the lowest to highest levels re-

corded at each octave, was 8.6 dB-a relatively

Gas turbine, or turboshaft, power plants do narrow range when one considers that the
not produce as much noise as reciprocating 6 aircraft included in this group represent dif-
engines, especially within the area of the cock- ferent type engines (in-line versus radial),
pit. In general, turboshaft engines in a heli-
copter are installed at locations which are
further aft of the cockpit than in vehicles
powered by reciprocating engines. This fea- rECA,.CY BYOCtAVE-BNDS

OL37.5 175 150 300 1600 1200 2400 4800ture, coupled with the fact that noise produced OA 75 300 600 1200 2400 4800

by the exhaust of turboshaft engines is less i 4
intense than that produced by reciprocating
engines, results in less noticeable engine- • 110
generated noise within the cockpit. Also,
modes of mechanically induced vibrations pro-
duced ay turboshaft engines are less intense. .

Siigle main rotor aircraft

Contained within this section are 2 cate- Di

gories of single rotor aircraft: one for vehicles Jj 3 • "fit.ted with reciprocating engines; t.he other for 70 :

htlicopters powered by turboshaft engines. Of One engin
the I. vehicles included within the single rotor
group. 6 were powered by reciprocating engines
and 11 by turboshaft engines. The data from FIGURE 9
which the envelopes for the noi.qe in rotary- Noise leve ls easured in the cockpits of 8 helicop-
wing aircraft were determined were taken from tr, jitt~ d with sngle main rotors and powered by
measurements obtained within the cockpit of r7eiprocating rtgists.
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different rotor systems, and different engine- the average width for the eight octaves of the
to-aircraft matings. The most noticeable devi- envelope shown in figure 9 is 8.6 dB, the
ations found in the width of the envelope envelope width shown in figure 10 is 22.2 dB.
occurred within two octaves; the range for the Also, it is the shape of the upper part of the
75 to 150 Hz octave was 13 dB, and for the envelope for turboshaft-powered vehicles which
600 to 1200 Hz octave the range was 10 dB. most resembles that shown for reciprocating
The range of levels measured from low to high engine helicopters.
for the remaining octaves is within 2 dB of the
computed mean for all eight octaves. O Lhe maximum and near-maximum levels

recorded for the various octaves, 65.27 oc-
As for the frequency distribution of the curred at frequencies below 150 Hz (the two

maximum levels recorded for each octave, lowest octave bands). If the number recorded
72.87( of all recorded maximum and near- for the third band, 150 to 300 Hz, is included,
maximum levels are contained within the fre- the percentage of occurrences found at fre-
quency range from 75 through 300 Hz. In fact, quencies below 300 Hz increases to 86.9%.
91.0% of the maximum and near-maximum Therefore, the most intense noise components
levels were recorded at frequencies below recorded within the cockpits of turboshaft-
300 H1z (in the three lowest octaves), powered single-rotor helicopters are most prev-

alent at frequencies below 300 Hz, a finding
Turboshaft engine, single rotor aircraft. that parallels that derive.d from the study of

Figure 10 depicts a composite noise envelope the single-rotor vehicles powered by recipro-
derived from plottings of data obtained within cating engines.
the cockpits of 11 single-rotor helicopters
powered by turboshaft engines. Although the The rather wide range shown in figure 10
overall shape of the envelope is similar to that for the low-to-high values recorded at each
for reciprocating engine-powered, single-rotor octave is due to numerous factors. It is beyond
vehicles shown in figure 9, the width of the the scope of this report to discuss the different
envelope is considerably different. Whereas sources of noise responsible for this variance.

In any event, one fact is obvious: The types
of exposure encountered within different heli-

rEQUrMCY BYOCTAVE-UAND copters fitted with single main rotors and
OAL 37.5 7S io 300 600 1200 0400 4100 powered by turboshaft engines vary consider-75 5,0 300 ;030 5000 0400 4600 ,600

12 1 0 0 ably from one vehicle to another-to a greater
extent than was indicated by similar data ob-
tained from helicopters powered by recipro-
eating engines.

D~ual main rotor aircraft

- -0 -.This section describes and illustrates noise
- - - - levels measured within helicopters fitted with

-N two main rotors and powered by reciprocating- or turb,.haft power plants. Three of the

70 6 aircraft fitted with two main rotors were
ne en0me € _powered by reciprocating engines and 3 were

Inl.0 enqe I" powered by turboshaft power plants. To con-
serve space, the two envelopes are shown in a

FIGURE 10 single figure (fig. 11). Two basic types of
,ors,- fr~cIo'. ,n,-,ra d si, tc cork'irts of ll dual-ritr c'n figurations are represented in
Nopterr fit td ,,ih ;sgtr in !hri(o eotori nd povirrid b, both subgriupS: tandem nonintermeshing ro-

trb,,hatt rnginry. tors. and side-by-side intermeshing rotors.

11



9609 Hz were recorded within aircraft in which
elements of narrow-band noise were generated

ftEQUENCY BY OCTAVE-UNDby transmission and gear reduction units which
were located near the cockpits. The lowest

OAL 37.5 75 1o0 300 600 1200 2400 4800
75 150 310 600 1200 2400 4800 3600 point recorded for this same octave (4800 to120 1 $ 9600 Hz) was measured within a cockpit in

1 ,Reciprocating e which the presence of transmission noise was
Re n 1e evident, but it was distributed mainly in two

3 .lower frequency octaves; namely, 300 through
S11200 Hz. Although the wide range Af values

; ishown for 4800 to 9600 Hz plottings is unique,
-. : it does serve to demonstrate the existence of

90 differences in exposures which may be en-
countered within the c,'ckpits of different

So .- .ei rotary-wing aircraft.

70 * One engine - reciprocating Turbosha.ft •.•:?.ine, (dial rotor aircraftt.
m One engine - turihsohaft Noise exposures measured within 3 turboshaft-

A Two engine,-turboshatpowered dual-rotor vehicles are depicted in the

second envelope shown in figure 11 (envelope
FIGURE 11 labeled "turboshaft"). Of the 3 vehicles in

Noise let-els ineasured in the cockpits of 6 hell- this group, I was fitted with dual intermeshing
copters fitted with dual main rotors and powuered byi rotors and the other 2 were fitted with dual
reciprccating- or turboshaft enqines. tandem rotors.

Reciprocating engine, dual rotor aircraft. Analysis of the values for the low-to-high
Noise levels measured within the cockpit area plottings shown for the eight octaves reveals
of 3 aircraft of this type are shown in figure 11 that the average width of the envelope
(envelope designated "reciprocating"). The throughout Lhe eight octaves is 8.7 dB. It is
range and shape of the envelope which evolved interesting to note comparability of the levels
from the plottings is somewhat different from encountered within 3 different types of vehicles
that shown fcr turboshaft vehicles. In general, within the three octaves between 150 and
levels recorded within vehicles powered by 1200 Hz.
reciprocating engines are somewhat more in-
tense than those encounterid within vehicles As evidenced by the two envelopes shown
powered by turboshaft engines, in figure 11, noise ;-,oduced within twin rotor-

craft that art- powered by turboshaft engines

In helicopters powered by reciprocating is less intense than that measured within vehi-
engines, the occurrence of maximum and near- des powered by reciprocating engines, at least
maximum levels was found to occupy a rather during conditions of normal cruise.
wide spread of intensities throughout the fre-
quency bands. For instance, recordings of One fact is obvious: regardless oif the type
levels within 3 dB of the maximum (and in- of po;wer plant employed. considerably differ-
cluding maximums) were found to exist at all ent exposurves may be encountered at frequen-
octaves except one, 2400 to 4800 Hz. A brief cies abo~v 1200 Ilz depending on the particular
glance at the plot~lngs contained within the vehicle in which the m:ea-urements are ob-
envelope shown for reciprocating engine vehi- tained. The presence of this variable is domi-
cles reveals the existence of fairly intense noise nated by niwse elements which are associated
within the higher frequencies. The upper two with the main and secondary transmission, gear
data points plotted in the octave 4800 to reduction units, and sha:ft distributiii, systems.
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